Introduction
Let time series of the length n = 115 shown in Fig. 1 (NASDAQ, 115 daily close quotes) be a linear trend seen, in contrary to the linear regression model (see Fig. 2 ), let us followm t , in fact, the 'best linear unbiased estimator' (BLUE) of an unknown constant mean value m t also for t = n + 1, n + 2, . . .. However, for any t we choose this unknown mean value is constant for every j the adopted constraint
on the minimized error variance σ 2 j for a random process model with the correlation function
for h = 0, requires to find its estimate that has only numerical approximation at some j t > n, where due to the time arrow holds j t+1 > j t > n and therefore our considerations can be presented in the graphic form (see Fig. 4 ). In our case its estimate reaches the maximum value at j 137 = 193 that corresponds to the date 17 July 2000 when the local market exhaustion (local index maximum) has been observed. The aim of the paper is, testing the correlation structure derived from empirical observations, to try to predict by kriging the time-point when the nearest global exhaustion of capital markets can be expected.
Correlation function estimator
Let us consider the following relation
Estimation procedure, to fulfill these conditions, needs to select non-decreasing part of semi-variogram γ n (h) = 1 2
(v j − v j+h ) 2 h = 0, . . . , n − 1 for h = 0, . . . , d ≤ n − 1 γ n (d) ≥γ n (d − 1) ≥γ n (d − 2) ≥ . . . ≥γ n (1) >γ n (0) = 0, now we can write the first expression for |ρ n (h)| to estimate Θ-value and to proceed (Fig. 6 ) our numerical calculations. on (see Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 
